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It sounds quite cliché, but my favourite thing,
next to hiking with my partner and our dog, is
going to the gym. My partner and I are
‘CrossFitters’ so most of our evenings are spent
covered in chalk dust and lifting weights.I will always remember the time my glass pint

spontaneously exploded in my hand at the
Christmas Party in the 2019 – embarrassing
moment, but a funny memory!

As Henry Riley is celebrating 130 years
in business this year. Is there anything
you’d like to say about working for a
company with such history, or a memory
that will always make you fond of your
time here so far?

What qualifications have you 
gained or courses have you done
whilst being employed by Henry Riley?

I was a member of the Quality Management
Systems team representing the Birmingham
Office – in this role I obtained a greater
understanding of internal processes and
business risk management. I think it was my
previous job experience which poised me for
this position - six years armed forces, where
process is next to godliness.

Have you been in any other roles
during your time here?

A typical day for me varies, from attending
different sites to review progress in line with the
contract programme, reporting back to our clients
on key activities and risks, and reporting on overall
project cost to our clients to ensure that their
budget tolerances are maintained.

What does a typical day look like for
you?
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How long have you been at Henry Riley?
Four years.

Whilst at Henry Riley I have obtained a HNC in
Construction with Distinction. Currently, I am in
Year 2 of a BSc in Quantity Surveying and in
parallel to the last two years of the degree, I will
begin an APC training programme.

What do you enjoy most about
your job?

What's your favourite thing to do
when you're not at work?

I am currently working with Strawberry 
Star Developments.

What Clients are you working
with at the moment?

I like the responsibility that comes when taking our
clients' requirements and aspirations from inception
to completion.

What do you enjoy most about your job?


